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API… ish?

● Similar whois+bulk mode server to Team Cymru's
● table.txt / table.jsonl for full table <-> ASN mapping
● Dumping network tag members 
● Gopher support if you really hate yourself

● More API calls to come when i'm less scared about 
operating a stable API interface

● (there is a secret API for those who don't care)
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Slightly more adventurous for data sources
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Vendor Detection (the logos) Enabled by:

Friends pinging IX ranges and sending me their arp tables

Scraping fe80:: addresses out of BGP MRTs

Creative use of IX looking glasses to get the fe80 addresses
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Online-ness (the green tick) comes from:

IX Looking glasses (Are you announcing routes to the RR?)

Abuse of larger networks who don't ACL access to IXP ranges

Their lack of prioritization is a huge bonus for bgp.tools
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Full ICMP /0 scan every 30 
days

RDNS gets re-scanned if 
the DNS SOA changes
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RDNS scanning also 
works on IPv6*

* Assuming the DNS server is RFC Compliant
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We can also show you 
what DNS points *to* 
that prefix*

* Assuming it has issued a SSL cert
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Handles annoying edge cases
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Networks are broken up into policies
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Avoids situations like this:

GraphViz Routing Spaghetti
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How hard can it be?
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General Data Flows of bgp.tools (last week's basic 
overview)

www-prod
redis

MySQL

rt-bgp

whois-scraper

peeringdb-importer

simple-irr

CSV import scripts

redis-agg

anycatch

MAC Address importers

Chrome Screenshots

mrt-import

mrt-import

mrt-import
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This way, it's remarkably cheap to run

● MySQL runs at ~13G of storage
● Redis sits at 4G of RAM (post all imports)
● The hilbert map data is 4GB since 2^32 bytes = IP addresses
● The rDNS data lands in at 8GB of gzipped files (Custom DNS database 

format for speed and ease of update)
● The fDNS data lands in at 26GB (uncompressed)

Overall less than 64G of storage really needed, except the data has heavy churn 
so SSD writes can get a little spicy! 

p99 page build and render is 200ms, p50 is 5ms
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The hardest feature of bgp.tools
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aut-num:        AS206924
as-name:        BENJOJONET
org:            ORG-BC129-RIPE
remarks:        I'm not sure you can sue for emotional damages directly due to IP packet loss 
…
mnt-by:         BENJOJO
created:        2017-04-11T09:47:42Z
last-modified:  2020-12-29T17:28:18Z
source:         RIPE
sponsoring-org: ORG-JS121-RIPE
…

organisation:   ORG-BC129-RIPE
org-name:       Ben Cartwright-Cox
org-type:       OTHER
address:        Dummy address for ORG-BC129-RIPE
e-mail:         unread@ripe.net
abuse-c:        ACRO5162-RIPE
mnt-ref:        BENJOJO
mnt-by:         BENJOJO
created:        2017-03-12T18:51:12Z
last-modified:  2019-05-11T14:25:32Z
source:         RIPE
remarks:        ****************************
remarks:        * THIS OBJECT IS MODIFIED
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aut-num:        AS138211
as-name:        MOEQING-AS-AP
descr:          MoeQing Network Service
country:        CN
org:            ORG-VL5-AP
admin-c:        YH2770-AP
tech-c:         YH2770-AP
abuse-c:        AM2427-AP
mnt-lower:      MAINT-VMHAUSLIMITED-AP
mnt-routes:     MAINT-VMHAUSLIMITED-AP
mnt-by:         APNIC-HM
mnt-irt:        IRT-MoeQing
last-modified:  2020-05-28T14:00:30Z
source:         APNIC

organisation:   ORG-VL5-AP
org-name:       VMHaus Limited
country:        GB
address:        PO BOX 1363 45 Argyle Street
address:        Cambridge
phone:          +447378301289
e-mail:         ********
mnt-ref:        APNIC-HM
mnt-by:         APNIC-HM
last-modified:  2019-08-27T12:56:33Z
source:         APNIC
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[ JPNIC database provides information regarding IP address and ASN. Its use   ]

[ is restricted to network administration purposes. For further information,  ]

[ use 'whois -h whois.nic.ad.jp help'. To only display English output,        ]

[ add '/e' at the end of command, e.g. 'whois -h whois.nic.ad.jp xxx/e'.      ]

Network Information:           

[Network Number]                210.235.64.0/18

[Network Name]                 

[Organization]                  KDDI CORPORATION

[Administrative Contact]        JP00000181

[Technical Contact]             JP00000181

[Abuse]                         abuse@dion.ne.jp

[Allocated Date]                2003/02/05

[Last Update]                   2009/09/07 11:32:34(JST)

                              

Less Specific Info.

----------

No match!!

More Specific Info.

----------

No match!!
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Falsehoods programmers believe about Whois

● There is a single name a prefix / aut-num can have
● There is any name at all a prefix / aut-num could have
● That the whois server has a single language (KRNIC)
● That the whois is transmitted in something UTF-8 ish
● That the data given back to you by a RIR's whois server is UTF-8 compliant 

(LACNIC)
● That the whois server is constantly online
● That the whois server will respond correctly when it is online

● That there is whois at all
● That RRDP is any different
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Falsehoods programmers believe about BGP

● Prefixes match against their whois records
● Prefixes match against their route/route6 objects
● Prefixes have any kind of functioning database entries at all
● Prefixes are only originated by one ASN
● That prefixes are necessarily globally visible

○ Looking at you Comcast/Bell mostly
● Peers fall into a easy Upstream/Downstream/Peer classification
● Upstreams are easy to detect at all
● That there is only one AS_PATH per route
● That private ASNs don't plague the table from some sources (thanks Vultr)
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Standard Data Sources for these kinds of sites
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Standard Data Sources for these kinds of sites
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Falsehoods programmers believe about MRTs

● MRTs are a single format… ish?
● The file extension is actually the compression encoding used
● That the file was published recently
● That the file will exist consistently on schedule
● That the peers in the MRT are still connected to the route 

collector
● That the peers on the route collector are not outright lying 
● That there is upstream diversity in a single MRT file
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Looking down the graph

● Everybody's gangster until a multi billion node graph turns up
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Looking down the graph

● Everybody's gangster until a multi billion node graph turns up
● So bgp.tools cheats a little with hard coded T1 networks
● Upstreams are derived based on reachability to T1's
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Looking down the graph

● Everybody's gangster until a multi billion node graph turns up
● So bgp.tools cheats a little with hard coded T1 networks
● Upstreams are derived based on reachability to T1's

PREFIX_AS_PATH: 185.230.223.0/24 [[4777 2516 1299 3170 206924]]

PREFIX_AS_PATH: 185.230.223.0/24 [[198290 2914 44684 206924]]

PREFIX_AS_PATH: 185.230.223.0/24 [[41157 3257 1299 3170 206924]]

PREFIX_AS_PATH: 185.230.223.0/24 [[20080 2914 3170 206924]]
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God dammit

● This was fine until Sprint and Zayo start accepting routes from 
route collectors in IXs

● Now people on IX's look like they have Sprint/Zayo transit!
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God dammit

● This was fine until Sprint and Zayo start accepting routes from 
route collectors in IXs

● Now people on IX's look like they have Sprint/Zayo transit!
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The awkward truth
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These sites are only as good as the data they are provided

● Most MRT files seem to be heavily biased
● A lot of them have stuck routes
● De-biasing the data is really hard work
● Detecting stuck routes vs. Partially Visible is REALLY hard work
● Writing this kind of tool that 90% works is easy, the 99.9% is mind breaking
● Prepare to send a lot of polite "wtf" emails/IRC DMs to people/networks

○ I've sent over 120~ different messages in the last 4 years
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MRT files are not immune to bad data

● RIS:

Most carrie
rs are not fu

lly visible
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MRT files are not immune to bad data

● RouteViews:

Most carrie
rs are not fu

lly visible
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So what is bgp.tools doing about it?
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We have built our own collector
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Frictionless and easy

● Login via PeeringDB

● We setup some kind of 
communication method (That 
includes more "exotic" stuff like 
Discord, Slack, Telegram, 
Signal, Webhooks)

● You can instantly create a new 
session and the backend and UI 
live updates to the status
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This is all you need
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MRT Support will be 
offered soon

People can opt in to having their 
routes exported out into a large MRT 
file.

To deal with usage concerns, the files 
are split between profit allowed and 
non-profit uses.
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A New BGP daemon for a new use case

Est: March, It turns out if you don't need to insert routes writing a bgp demon is easy, runs ~500 QPS reliability  
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MRT
REALTIME
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New Sources of bgp.tools (basic overview)

www-prod
redis

MySQL

neo-bgp

whois-scraper

peeringdb-importer

simple-irr

CSV import scripts

anycatch

MAC Address importers

Chrome Screenshots

BGP sessions
BGP sessions

BGP sessions
BGP sessions

neo-bgp
neo-bgp
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If you like this tool, Please setup BGP Collector sessions

● I'm in particular need for Orange (AS5511), Verizon (701) and AT&T Full table 
customers
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If you like this tool, Please setup BGP Collector sessions

● I'm in particular need for Orange (AS5511), Verizon (701) and AT&T Full table 
customers

● However if you want better peering numbers, you should feed anyway
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If you like this tool, Please setup BGP Collector sessions

● I'm in particular need for Orange (AS5511), Verizon (701) and AT&T Full table 
customers

● However if you want better peering numbers, you should feed anyway

● Also help the academic community get access to unique AS Path data!
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Questions? / Requests?
Or admin@bgp.tools / ben@benjojo.co.uk

Longer term bgp.tools goals:
● Avoid being bought by that-one-company-that-buys-these-things ;)
● Work with poorly covered networks/regions to start sessions with 'tools
● Continue to build better debugging systems designed for real network engines to 

use, not marketing slides
● Historical data pull back
● Talk to me in person for more info, I'm here until Friday


